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ARE WE
SAFE?
shooting

death of Dennis Hayle
Following the tragic
right next to campus, Aggies are now asking themselves,

W
cllum Konaiu L. IVlCNair
Memorial Student Union today @ 3 p.m.
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February
One prep
begins
JASMINE JOHNSON
News Editor

The A&T Four is a fundamental
part ofAggie history and there are
some annual events being held this
week to commemorate their historic accomplishments.
On Feb. 1, 1960 four freshmen,
Ezell Blair, Jr. (Jibreel Khazan),
Franklin McCain, Joseph McNeil
and David Richmond went to F.D.
Woolworth store and demonstrated
a sit-in that helped sparked the sitins ofthe civil rights movement.
There will be a reception in the
Memorial Room of the Memorial
Student Union today from 5-9 p.m.
On Friday, a breakfast will be held
in Williams Cafeteria from 6-9
a.m., featuring guest speaker, the
Honorable Julian bond, NAACP
chairman.
The breakfast will be followed

by a wreath-laying ceremony at
the A&T Four statue at 8:45 am.
A round-table discussion that includes a panel featuring the three
surviving members(Blair, McCain,
and McNeil) will be held from 2-4
p.m. in Stallings Ballroom.
Saturday Jan. 31, there is a tentative march scheduled at 2 p.m.
from the A&T statue to F.D. Woolworth. There will not be any events
held on Feb. 1 because it is a Sunday.
"I am looking forward to the

events because this is my first year
experiencing the anniversary ofthe
A&T Four," said Trumaine McCaskill a freshman history education major from Clayton, N.C. "It's
historic and will be moving, especially for freshmen."
Last year the anniversary of the
march was held on a rainy day, but
students walked with matching tshirts, led by student gov
Walking the distance the A&T
Four once walked, gives students
an opportunity to envision the jour-

� See FEB. 1 on Page 2
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ACGIES IN MOURNINGStudents and faculty pay theirrespects to Dennis Hayle during a memorial held in NCB Auditorium. The meeting was closed to the media but there is an open memorial scheduledfor Thursday.

REMEMBERING DENNIS
Students gather to remember the life of recently slain Aggie
"It

MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
Managing Editor

feels
he's

A smile
For all of those who had
ever met Dennis Stuart Hay-

le, a smile was remembered.
Either a smile that people
seemingly couldn't keep from
their faces while talking with
him, or one that he apparently
couldn't keep from his face
when interacting with others.
His smile was the first hint to
the type of person he was.
"I just keep thinking about
his smile and the last conversation we had with each other,"
said Eugene Banks, a senior
business management major
and member ofOmega Psi Phi

Fraternity Incorporated.

still
like
gonna

call

me or
text me to go

Hayle

to the cafe.
It kinda hit
me on my
way to class

[Monday}
I wanted to
call Dennis and I can't because
he just ain't here no more. I

justkeep having conversations
talking in his voice to myself
and responding to it. I
know how to really deal with
itright now. I just wish he was
still here."

Hayle, a 22-year-old senior
political science and criminal justice major and native

of Hempstead, N.Y., was shot
and killed Sunday morning at
805 Homeland Avenue in the

Campus Courtyard Apartment
complex.

Police found Hayle after responding to a phone call of a
shooting at 3:35 a.m. Sunday,
according to Greensboro police
reports. An ongoing investigation regarding this case is being conducted by the Greensboro Police Department.
"The University is heartbroken as the result of what
occurred with Dennis Hayle,"
said Chancellor Stanley Battle
in a statement. "We will provide counseling and other support for all of our students, as
well as his family. Ourthoughts
and prayers are certainly with

the family ofDennis Hayle."
Hayle, who crossed the Mu

Psi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity Incorporated in the
spring of 2008, has been described unanimously as having the type ofpersonality that
could mend a broken heart.
His vibrant character, both
inside and outside ofthe classroom, exuded the very best in
whatA&T had to offer. He had
been involved in a wide range
of campus life activities from
working in the Student Union
to a being an active and valuable member of the Model
United Nations.
"It's an emotional time in

our department," said Samuel
Moseley, chairman of the po-

justice department. "Because
of recent political events and
a renewed spirit and vigor that
I've found in many students,
he told me that he wanted to
go to D.C. after he graduated
in May.
He had spoken with many
ofthe faculty about looking at
areas oflegislative politics, but
also at the idea of lobbying.
He would want us to use this
to motivate students. Motivate
them to make the very best of
their college education. Motivate them and carry out the
kind of spirit that you found in
him."
That
spirit resonated
throughout the people he

litical science and criminal

� See ELECTIONS on Page 2

University to create enhancement plan for accreditation
The 2007 Handbook for
Reaffirmation of Accreditation
supplies institutions with the
step-by-step process of developing, organizing and carrying
out a successful plan for submission to SACS. According
to the handbook, "Institutions
report that the QEP 'has caused
[them] to become much more
intentional and focused about
an important element of [their]
mission' and 'helped put in motion [their] creativity."
The QEP is a plan that looks
more at what a university can
do for the future more so than

what they've done in the past.
According to Dr. Childress the
QEP Committee, last year, conducted group meetings with all
the schoolsand colleges ofA&T
in order to gain faculty, staffand
administrative input.
Focus groups involving students and staff, took part in student surveys where more than
400 faculty, staff, and administrators participated and more
than 700 students provided in-

theSCORE
LADY AGGIES

U.S.TROOPS OUT

theWORD
WHEN WILL THE
VIOLENCE END?

theSCENE
EXHIBIT SHOWS
OFF A&T ART

Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki is
preparing for U.S. military forces
to exit Iraq more faster behind
the pressure from Obama.

Following the tragic murder of
fellow Aggie Dennis Hayle, will it
take more incidents like these to
make A&T wake up?

The unbeaten streak of the
women's basketball team contin-

STACIE BAILEY
Staff Writer

fessor, Dr. Vincent Childress,
is playing a key role in making sure that A&T is ready to
Every ten years, North Carobe evaluated by taking part in
lina A&T State University must the Quality Enhancement Plan
get reaccredited through the Committee.
Southern Association of Col"In the current cycle, we have
leges and Schools (SACS) in a to be ready to be reaccredited
process called reaffirmation of for 2010," Childress said. "This
accreditation.
time, the QEP is being added
Accreditation is key to adto the reaccredidation process,
mission into graduate school, which represents a philosophy
federal financial aid as well as about what A&T can do in the
the overall achievement of an future.".
institution's students.
A Quality Enhancement
Communication Plan (QEP) is a new SACS reGraphic
Systems and Tech Studies pro- quirement in which A&T dem-

onstrates that it can take input
from the broader university
community, existing data, the
university's strategic plan and
mission,and developand implement a project aimed at improving some specific aspect of student achievement, of learning
outcomes or improve something
about the learning environment.
"Looking at data from the
past is probably not as good
of a way of demonstrating the
university's commitment to ongoing improvement." So, they
came up with the QEP," Chil-

ONLINE
A&T vs.WSSU

theWORLD
IRAQ EXPECTS

SLIDE SHOW
The Aggie's men and women
basketball teams are featured
in a picture slideshow of their
victories in the big rivalry.
www.ncatregister.com

dress added.
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STAY PERFECT

put.

The surveys givento students
serve as an "Importance-Performance" rating assessment in

ued behind familiar players Amber
Bland and Brittanie Taylor-James.

The University Galleriesare
unveiling a new exhibit entitled
"Coming by Force, Overcoming by
Choice," opening Friday in Dudley.

PAGE 6

PAGE 7

which students are asked to rate
the importance ofabout 20 faculty and staffideas for improvement in terms of importance on
a scale from 1-6. Then, students
are asked to rate how well those
issues are addressed on a scale
of 1-6.

Childress further describes it
as a graph. If both variables, the
importance ofthe ideas and how
they are addressed, increase that
means the university is doing
well in those areas.

However, if the importance

� See QEP on Page 2

WEATHER
WEDNESDAY

Shnt
9

High:

58 °

Low

THURSDAY: Mostly Sunny | High 49°

FRIDAY: Mostly Sunny | High 46°
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QEP From page 1
goes up, but how well they are
addressed goes down, those are

things that will be possibly be
included in the QEP to improve
"student achievement of learning outcomes."
"When you go to a class,
the first thing you go over with
a professor is the syllabus and
on the syllabus are the specific
things that you've got to accomplish during that class,"
explained Childress. "Those
things are what they mean by
student achievement oflearning
outcomes."

The handbook also asks that
institutions specify "realistic,
measurable student learning
outcomes appropriate for their
focused topic." Starting in the
summer of 2010, the university
has five years to carry out the
plan after it has been evaluated
and approved by SACS.
Groups thathave participated
student
focus groups include
in
the School ofEducation, School
ofTechnology, School ofEngineering and recently, the student

Students gather to remember life of slain Aggie
HAYLE From page 1
touched. It was made obvious
at the 'Let's Talk About Dennis' event held Monday in the
General Classroom Building's
auditorium. Every seat in the
entireroom was filled.
After that happened, people
lined the stairs and the walkways, both at the top ofthe auditoriumand on the floor. When
the entire floor was filled, people spilled out the doorways on
both sides.
But even more impressive

than the hundreds of people,
were the incredible stories they
had to tell. Anecdotes centered around everything from
the classroom to women to
bowtie's. People's stories had

everyone laughing at one mocrying at the very

at every moment."

ment and
next.

It took very few moments
since the bad news broke for his

"Just being at the servicelast
night, you could tell that people
from his fraternity brothers to
people who met him once, that
he had a tangible impact on everybody that he came across,"
said Jonathan McCoy, a senior
mechanical engineering major
and member ofAlpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated.
"It's a shame it takes an
event like this to bring people
together and cause people to
really reevaluate their perspectives on things. But hopefully
this will hit really close to people and they willnot forget how
important it is to cherish those
around you and the opportunities you have in life every day

Facebook wall to begin being
filled with posts ranging from
simple rest in peace wishes to
more detailed messages regarding more personal memories.
Hundreds of status updates and
profile pictures reflected the
sentiments ofthe campus.
"His smile warmed our
hearts and his spirit lifted our
minds," said SGA President
Marcus Bass. "Dennis challenges us, each ofus, to become
better individuals on a daily basis. Those who knew him understood his love for A&T and
Omega Psi Phi. He personified
the mission and purpose ofhis
fraternity and he carried his
legacy wherever he went."

Ronald E. McNair Celebration
Union SBR Lobby Mural
10 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Beyond the Bachelor's Degree
Williams Cafeteria

Lobby

-

11 a.m. 2 p.m.

DENNISHAYLE isremembered as an active
part of theAggie family and his community.

inFOCUS

Ronald E. McNair Celebration
Room 214
Memorial Union
3 p.m. 7 p.m.

-

A&T's Next Top Model
Memorial Union
Exhibit Hall
7 p.m. -10 p.m.

senate

To get involved in the enhancement plan by participating in an "Importance-Performance" rating assessment,
student organizations, faculty
and staff can email Dr. Childress at childres@ncat.edu and
invite him to a meeting.

Verge Tryouts/Practice
Marteena Hall
Room 103
8 p.m. -10 p.m.

NABJ Interest Meeting
Crosby Hall
Room 208
5 p.m. 6 p.m.

-

FEB.1

From page 1

HURSDAY
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ney they took,
"Last year the march gave
me a little more awareness of

the actual events," said Sargent
Nelson, a sophomore architectural engineering major from
Villa Rica, Ga. "It was a solemn march, but very powerful.
I know this year will be just as
great."
In previous years, students
from Bennett College for Women have joined A&T students in

the march. The events that took
place on Feb. 1, 1960 not only
affected A&T, but also other

February One Reception
Memorial Union Commuter Lounge
5 p.m. 6 p.m.

-

PHOTO BY JELANI ELOM

The Blue & Gold Marching Machine made it's way to Atlanta forthe Honda battle ofthebands. A&T's marching band competed with other HBCU bands and auxiliaries.

15 years later, Civil Rights museum still in planning

HBCU's as well.

"I feel very proud to be an
Aggie," commented industrial
engineering major, Stephen
Wynn from Fayetteville, N.C.
"Those events not only mark
our history, but also kick off
black history month."

LAP0RSHA L0WRY
Scene Editor

February 1, 1960 will forever be remembered as the
day that Aggie freshmen Ezell
Blair, Jr., David Richmond,
Joseph McNeil, and Franklin McCain entered the F.W.
WoolwOrth store and sat at the
whites-only counter.
They subsequently sparked
a protest movement of segregated public restaurants and
inequality for black people
across the United States. In
honor of this event, the International Civil Rights Center &
Museum is under construction
in the original F.W. Woolworth
building.

The collection of multi-mediapresentations and preserved
artifacts are being put together
to commemorate the role that

theBLOTTER
Homicide

January 25,2009 1:00 a.m
Off-Campus
University Police Department
was notified of an off-campus
shootgin involving a student
who was pronounced dead at
the scene. The investigation is
ongoing by the Greensboro Police
Department.

Alcohol Violation
January 25, 2009
Barbee Hall
A female student resident
called Guilford County EMS due
to feeling ill after consuming a
large quantity of liquor.

Drug Violation
January 25, 2009
Aggie Suites

Two female students residents suitemates were cited

The A&T

REGISTER
Box E-25

1601 E. Market Street
Greensboro, NC 27411
Newsroom: NCB 328A
(336) 334-7700
www.ncatregister.com

and released for Possession of
marijuana and paraphernalia.The
case has been referred to Student
Affairs and Housing and Residence Life.

Larceny
January 26, 2009
McNair Hall
A university employee
stated that an unknown suspect
took a laptop computer from her
office. Estimated calue of the
computer is $1800.00

Communications Threat
January 26,2009
New Classroom Building
At approximately 3:29 p.m.
a female NCB student reported
that her ex-girlfriend made
threats towards her because she
has a new girlfriend. No charges
have been made.

Greensboro, played in the civil

rights movement.
A spokesperson could not be
reached in time for this article,

however the museum's website, Sitinmovement.org, offers
and interactive tour including
a video presentation and floor
plans.
In 1993, the Woolworth's

store closed and County Commissioner Melvin "Skip" Alston and City Councilman Earl
Jones proposed to buy the site
and turn it into a museum. The
two founded Sit-in Movement,
Inc., a nonprofit dedicated to
the museum.

The group purchased the
property and is currently renovating it. Sit-in Movement Inc.
and A&T announced a partnership in an attempt to facilitate
the museum's construction in

2001.

Aggie Family,
It is with a heavy heart
and somber minds, that we
acknowledge the passing of
Mr. Dennis Stuart Hayle, a
22 year-old senior here at the
university. Dennis warmed
our hearts with his huge smile
and endearing laugh.
We are comforted by our
many fond memories of his
life. We extend our most sincere and heartfelt condolences
to the Hayle family duringthis
most difficult time.
Whenever our creator
chooses to remove an Aggie from our midst, we are
reminded of the depth of our
community and the binds that
unite each of us. We are Aggies. We are family. We are
united through the blue and
gold blood that runs through
each of our veins. Today, we
stand committed to protecting

EDITOR IN CHIEF: Aasiya Townsell
MANAGING EDITOR: Malcolm S. Eustache
NEW MEDIA EDITOR: Michael J. McCray
NEWS EDITOR: Jasmine Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR: Daniel Henderson
SCENE EDITOR: LaPorsha Lowry
COPY DESK CHIEF: Anjan Basu
PHOTO EDITOR: Leroy V. Mikell
ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR: Kenneth Hawkins

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER: Brittany Haney
NCATREGISTER.COM: Dexter Mullins (Online Editor)

The central site and signature artifact in the museum
will be the actual lunch counter where the A&T Four sat.
Visitors will be able to imagine those events with sounds,
sights and emotions that help
visualize the Greensboro sitins and the larger civil rights
movement.

The museum is
surround the visitor, as well
as bring about a response and
comprehension of the social
context ofthe events and what
it took to take part in them.
Fourteen installations provide
a unique experience that is
created through historic video
footage, artistic graphicrenderings and authentic artifacts.
The International Civil
Rights Center & Museum
also carries the story forward
beyond Feb. 1, highlighting
designed to

our community and continuing to love each other more
and more each day.
Dennis challenged each of
us to live and become better
individuals, on a daily basis.
His smile warmed our hearts
and his spirit lifted our minds,
as we were allowed the opportunity simply to know him.
Dennis' legacy of love for all
men and his commitment to
treating everyone as friends
embody the memory that we
will carry with us, for all eternity.
Those who knew him understoodhis love for A&T and
Omega Psi Phi. He personified
the mission and purpose ofhis
fraternity. He carried its legacy wherever he went, and he
never wavered in his commitment to serve those within his
community, both near and far.
It is with this sentiment, that

-

the events over the next days,
weeks and months of this nonviolent protest. White and black
students alike were seen filling
the lunch counter seats, quietly
sitting on lunch counter stools,
while protesting angry crowds.
front of A&T Four Statue
They made the evening news, In
Dudley Hall, Lawn
while others were hurling in2 p.m. 2:30 p.m.
sults behind them and beside
Blue and White Ball
police.
Stallings Ballroom
The museum is facing finan6 p.m. -10 p.m.
cial difficulties, despite donations from various supporters
ofthe project. According to the
website, nearly $ 19million will
be needed to complete the project. A request made to the City
of Greensboro for $1.5 million
was rejected and Greensboro
residents voted down two bond February One
Union, Stallings Ballroom
referendums to provide money Memorial
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
for the project. The International Civil Rights Center has
no opening date scheduled.

31

-

we also offer condolences to
the Mu Psi Chapter of Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
The Student Government
Association is purposed to
support and serve the entire
student body. Today, we stand
in solidarity and love with the
entire university family, as we
begin the process of remembering our beloved Dennis.
Please accept our heartfelt
sentiments. May we now live
in such a way, that the world
may see the life, legacy and
smile of our friend and brother Dennis Stuart Hayle.
In the Essence of Aggie
Pride,

Interest Table for Open Mic
Memorial Union SBR Lobby

12 p.m. - 2 p.m.

Class Queens Black History

Memorial Union, Stallings Ballroom
6 p.m. -10 p.m.

Spanish Club Interest Meeting
General Classroom Building
Room A211
7 p.m. 8 p.m.

-

Marcus R. Bass, President
Student Government
Association

North Carolina Agricultural
and Technical State
University

Stacie Bailey, Michael Jones, Marcus Thompson
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College campuses say'goodbye'to landline phones
MARA ROSE WILLIAMS
McClatchy Newspapers

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — What's
that ringing? If you're in a college dorm room, it's probably
not a landline telephone.
Most university residence
halls simply don't have them
anymore. Some may still have a
phone jack in the walls, but in
many cases the jack is not activated.
Officials at campuses in the
Kansas City area said that, for
the most part, landline phones
in campus housing have gone
the way oftypewriters.
It is another sign of more
people cutting the cord to traditional phones and relying
strictly on cell phones and the

_

Internet.

_

Roughly one in six
17.5
percent ofU.S. households in
2008 didn't have a landline, according to the National Center
for Health Statistics.
Some colleges aren't stop-

"We all had cell phones,"
Johnson said. "I got used to putting my cell number down for
all my professors."
A survey earlier this year
dlines
by College Parents of America
Darby Peoples, the dean of found that of the 900 parents
students at Avila University, said who responded online, only 25
that at a conference last year percent said they use landline
many campus housing officials phones to communicate with
said that if they were building their child away at school.
new residence halls they were
Campus officials rely more
not including landline hookups.
on cell phones to communicate
One ofthe exceptions may be with students, too.
After the deadly shootings in
the University ofKansas, which
still offers active landline jacks 2007 at Virginia Tech, colleges
in each residence hall room.
and universities across the coun"We cannot guarantee every try began installing emergency
student will arrive with a cell e-mail and text-messaging systems to alert their campus popuphone or want to use it for every call," said Jill Jess, a KU lations ofbreaches in security.
spokeswoman. "The landlines
School officials concluded
do get used."
that e-mail and text messagBut not much, students said,
ing were the best ways to reach
students anywhere at any time
Libby Johnson, a KU sophomore from Lawrence, said that because colleges know that for
when she lived in Oliver Hall nearly every student on campus
she didn'tknow of anyone who their cell phone is practically a
had a landline.
body appendage.

ping at dorm rooms, either.
About 75 employees of Georgia Gwinnett College in Lawrenceville, Ga., went wireless
earlier this month, the school's
chief information officer recently told USA Today.
It is another way colleges
and universities facing a difficult economy can cut costs. "
The University of MissouriKansas City disconnected the
landlines in its residence halls
in 2007, a savings of $75,000 a

Last year, UMKC opened
new student housing that included landline connections. Out of
850 students withresidence hall
rooms, only four hooked up lan-

year.
For the second year, Truman
State University in Kirksville,

Mo., is not providing landline
phones in all its dorm rooms.
They do have hookups, "although very few are utilized,"
said Heidi Templeton, a university spokeswoman.

Like Truman, the University
of Missouri in Columbia and
many other campuses have kept
at least one landline phone in a
hallway or main lobby for emergencies.

School erroneously sends acceptance notices to 50 it had rejected
Kellogg school
"It is a very unfortunate error," spokeswoman Megan
Washburn said. "We are working to reach out to each (afIt was 50
fected) candidate.
candidates, which is less than 1

morning, when the Lincoln Park
research analyst logged onto the
college's Web site to learn more
CHICAGO — Northwestern about enrolling, he found out he
actually had been rejected.
University's prestigious Kel"It was pretty embarrassing,
logg School ofManagement this
week erroneously sent notices to be honest," said the young
of acceptance to 50 applicants it man, who asked that he not be
identified because he has aphad decided to reject. The appliplied to other schools and not
cants are not happy.
One of them, a 28-year-old informed his employer. "It's like
Chicagoan, excitedly phoned you won the lottery and had the
his parents and enjoyed a cel- rug pulled out from under you."
Northwestern officials deebratory dinner Monday after
being notified by e-mail that he scribed the error as a "technohad been accepted. But the next logical glitch" isolated to the
LISA BLACK

Chicago Tribune

...

percent of all applications that
we will receive this season."
The school will reimburse
each of the wrongly informed
candidates their $235 application fee, she said.
Kellogg typically accepts
17 percent to 18 percent ofthe
5,500 applicants for the full-time

graduate program, she said
"Certainly we're very, very
sorry," Washburn said. "It's an
isolated incident and something
we definitely have corrected and
will work to ensure it never hap-

Building in
Ghana!
Light Ready
Construction, LLC
will be building homes
in Ghana in 2012.
Help me provide Ghanaians
with excellent service by filling
out a survey at
www.lightreadvghana.co

Click on the Surveys tab or go
directly to
htt ://www.lmhtread ghana.

pens again."

com/23, htm

She said the school's automated mail-merge process mistakenly attached acceptance letters to candidates who had been
declined. The Kellogg Web
site has the correct information
when applicants log on to check
their status, Washburn said.

UPON A

Enter the Black History Month

2009 Words of Wisdom:
A New Spirit of Change
essay contest presented by
Atltel Wireless

Win a $1 0,000 scholarship by sharing your
words of wisdom with the world.
Visit alltelxom/wordsofwisdom to find
out more.

0lltel

wireless

High Point

Alltel Retail Stores
• Palladium Shop Ctr. | (3361 841-0107
• These Retail Stores NowOpen Sunday.
Kernersville
Asheboro
• 950 S. Main St. | (336) 993-3810
• 1214-D E. Dixie Dr. | (336) 626-0744
Reidsville
Burlington
• 1560Freeway Dr. | (336) 348-9909
• 2475 S. Church St. j (336) 229-2500
Thomasville
Greensboro
1033 Randolph St. | (336) 476-0261
Pisgah ChurchRd. | (336) 286-3245
•• 411-A
Highwoods
|
(336)
Blvd.
1603
235-2312
1312-105 Bridford Pkwy. | (336) 235-4867
•• 3121
Kathleen Ave. | (336) 292-9906
For Business & Government Accounts call 1-866-WLS-BIZZ visit alltelbusiness.com

Winston-Salem
340 Summit Square Blvd. | (336) 377-2522
536 Hanes Mall Blvd. | (336) 760-5333

Burlington

Shop at a participating retailer:

Clemmons
Wilson Comm. | (336) 712-3339

Lexington

Davidson Comm. | (336) 238-2105

Walmart5|C

One-Stop Cellular | (336) 627-5200
Post Office Etc. | (336) 623-7999

Randleman

Proud Sponsor of:

3-DWireless|(336) 498-6677

Greensboro
Cellular Plus I (336) 282-1006

Reidsville
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 616-1530

•

Equipment & promotional offers atthese
locations may vary.

Asheboro
3-D Wireless | (336) 629-9911
One-Stop Cellular| (336)629-6363

CellularPlus I (336) 584-6379
One-Stop Cellular| (336) 538-1226

One-Stop Cellular | (336)316-1020

High Point

CellularPlus I (336)885-5060
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 885-0084
Parcom | (336) 434-2143

Winston-Salem
ABC Phones ofNC, Inc.| (336) 768-7866
One-Stop Cellular) (336)774-1590
All About Cellular | (336) 794-1999

ACQ

or
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alltel.com/wordsofwisdom.Promotion starts January 12,2009 and endsFebruary 14,2009. Sponsoredby Alltel Communications, LLC, Little Rock, AR. All product &service marksreferenced are the names, trade names, trademarks & logos of theirrespective owners. ©2009 Alltel Communications, LLC. All rights reserved.
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Iraqi prime minister expects faster U.S. pullout
ROBERT H.REID
Associated Press
BAGHDAD (AP)

—

Iraq's prime
Monday he

minister said
believes the U.S. will withdraw
its troops more quickly than the
three-year timeline set down in
a U.S.-Iraq security agreement.
The U.S., meanwhile, suffered
its biggest single loss of life in
months when two helicopters
crashed, killing four service
members.
An agreement

negotiated
under former President George
Bush's
administration
W.
called for U.S. combat troops
to withdraw from Baghdad and
other cities by the end of June,
with all American forces out of
the country by the end of 2011.
President Barack Obama
campaigned on a promise
to remove all combat troops
within 16 months and has asked
the Pentagon to plan for "a
responsible military drawdown
from Iraq."
With planning under way,
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki
told a political rally south of

Baghdad that he believes the
end of the U.S. mission "will
be brought forward" and that
Iraq must bolster its own forces
to meet the challenge after the

would run the risk of getting set
aside" with a hasty withdrawal,
outgoing U.S. Ambassador Ryan

Crocker warned last week.

helicopter crash in the southern
desert west ofBasra.
Before Monday, 11 U.S.
service members had died this
month in Iraq, only five in

15 after hitting wires in the
northern city of Mosul, killing
two American soldiers.

The single deadliest incident
of the war for U.S. forces
Americans leave.
combat.
occurred in January 2005 when
The Shiite-led government
Iraqi officials said the a U.S. Marine CH-53 Sea
pushed for a faster U.S. pullout
helicopters went down about Stallion helicopter crashed in
20 miles west of Kirkuk, bad weather in western Iraq,
during last year's negotiations
on the security agreement,
which is about 180 miles north claiming 31 lives. Investigators
of Baghdad. They spoke on determined the crash was not a
overcoming longtime Bush
administration opposition to a instead ofon the battlefield.
condition ofanonymity because result ofhostile fire.
fixed withdrawal schedule.
Violence is down sharply they were not supposed to
Iraqi electoral officials,
meanwhile, prepared for the
Al-Maliki
has
been since last year after a U.S.-Iraqi release the information.
campaigning actively on behalf offensive broke the power of
Maj. Derrick Cheng, a provincial elections — the first
of his. allies for next weekend's Shiite militias and after many spokesman for U.S. forces in nationwide vote in more than
provincial elections, promoting Sunni gunmen abandoned the northern Iraq, said all the dead three years.
A spokesman for Iraq's
his image as the leader who insurgency. U.S. military death were Americans but he gave no
restored stability and ended tolls have fallen to a fraction of further details.
Independent High Electoral
what many Iraqis see as a U.S. levels seen at the height of the
At least 4,236 U.S. service Commission,
Qassim alwar. A U.S. military statement members have died in the Iraq Aboudi, said the panel had
military occupation.
At the same time, however, said the two helicopters crashed war since it began in March punished more than 69 parties
U.S. officials in Iraq have about 2:15 a.m. in northern Iraq 2003, according to an Associated or coalitions for 180 campaign
violations ranging from putting
cautioned that a hasty departure but did not specify where or Press count.
At least 70 U.S. helicopters posters
outside designated
ofthe 142,000 U.S. troops could say whether they collided. The
reverse the decline in violence statement said the crash did not have gone down since the war locations and defaming rivals.
He expressed concern that
and undermine Iraq's efforts to appear to be a result of hostile started, according to military
fire.
establish a stable government.
figures. Of those, 36 were claims of fraud were likely to
It was the single deadliest confirmed to have been shot emerge after the vote: "I do
"I think the spirit of
not expect that the losers in the
compromise, ofaccommodation, incident for U.S. troops since down.
elections will congratulate the
on
institutional
seven
Most
a
recently,
helicopter
of focus
American
Sept. 18, when
development — all of that , soldiers were killed in a made a hard landing on Nov. winners."
are
U.S.
commanders
carefully watching Saturday's
elections for members of
provincial councils as an
indicator of whether Iraqi
factions are willing to resolve
their differences politically

Economic crisis effects the celebration of Chinese New Year
TINITRAN
Associated Press

BEIJING (AP) —
China
welcomed the arrival Monday
of the Year of the Ox with
fireworks-filled celebrations, but
the country's economic worries
have already cast the new year
in a more sober light.
a

Millions of Chinese gave
boisterous farewell to a

tumultuous 2008 marked by
a massive earthquake, the
Olympics and a global economic
crisis.

But in a somber Lunar New
Year greeting, China's finance

minister warned that balancing
the budget this year would be
increasingly difficult, the official
Xinhua News Agency reported.
Xuren
Xie
described
external and internal factors
affecting China's development
as "very severe" and said more
difficulties had to be overcome
to achieve steady and relatively
fast economic growth,according
to a statement posted on the
ministry's Web site. He urged
officials to avoid unnecessary

spending this year, with
local governments ordered to
curtail car purchases, catering,
meetinwgs and overseas travel.
The Chinese New Year,
which marks the start of the
Spring Festival, is the country's
most important holiday.
It is generally celebrated with
lavish spending on elaborate
meals and exchanges of "hong
bao," or red envelopes stuffed
with money.
But at the capital's legendary
Duck
Quanjude
Peking
Restaurant, marketing manager

Yang Jing said the financial

downturn is already having an
effect on traditional feasting.
"People are feeling it's harder
to make money in the economic
crisis, so now the customers are
more picky about details like
food quality and prices. It's not
that easy to take even one penny
out oftheir pockets," Yang said.
The country's economic
outlook for 2009 has been
dampened by the deepening
global financial crisis, with
China's 2008 annual growth
down to a
low of 9

percent. Thousands offactories
have closed in China's exportdriven southeast, and estimates
of job losses exceed 2 million.
Communist leaders have
worried publicly about rising
tensions and possible unrest as
laid-off workers stream back
to their hometowns. They have
promised to create new jobs and
are pressing employers to avoid
more layoffs.
The State Council, China's
Cabinet, announced measures
Sundayto help college graduates
find jobs.

Widow settles
lawsuit with
NFL over death
STEPHEN MAJORS
Associated Press

—

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
The
widow of Minnesota Vikings
lineman Korey Stringer
reached a settlement with
the NFL over his heatstroke
death during training camp
in 2001.Under an agreement
with Kelci Stringer, the
NFL will support her efforts
to create a heat
prevention program

illness

No other terms of the
settlement

Monday

announced
a
family

by

spokesman were released.
Kelci Stringer had filed
a wrongful death lawsuit
against the league, claiming
the NFL hadn't done enough
to ensure that equipment
used by players protected
them from injuries or deaths
caused
by
heat-related

illnesses

"We were able to find
what we feel is a very fair
settlement that helped us
move to the next step," said
James Gould, a spokesman
for the family who also was
Korey Stringer's agent.
A separate lawsuit against
equipment maker Riddell Inc.

remains pending in federal
court in Columbus, Gould
said. The lawsuit alleges
Riddell fails to warn players
and coaches that wearing its
helmets and shoulder pads
in hot temperatures can be
dangerous.
Korey Stringer was a

27-year-old,
335-pound
lineman. He died from
heatstroke July 31, 2001,
during the second day of
training camp in preparation
for the 2001 season.

'
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Our last
goodbyes
to Dennis
Hayle

six Hours Later

Alright, six new friend request.

It is
such a

tragedy
to lose

i-fifc

a great

advocate
ofAggie
Pride
AASIYA

TOWNSELL

2?

this past
weekend

and it's

Twelve Hours Later

a great

loss to A&T. I didn't know
him that well, but what I
didknow is that he had an

uplifting spirit that touched
many students. Dennis Hayle
has made such an impact on
A&T's campus that he will

Vhoa. these pictures of
itacie at the party are crazy

not be forgotten.

He made his presence
known on campus by being
an active student. Hayle was
remembered for his bright
smile, his dimples, and of
course his sense ofhumor.
He was not just one ofthe

brother's of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity or Mr. Long Island
to the NY/NJ club, but a
friend; a good person. He
made a strong impression on
campus and for that he will
always be remembered.
It is unfortunate how Hayle
lost his life but like students
said during his Memorial
service in GCB's auditorium,
let his death be a lesson
learned. We must not take
any minute oflife for granted
because it's never promised.
Each time I see a new day,
I think ofit as a blessing
because I, too, could lose my
life at any given moment just
like Dennis Hayle. For that,
I appreciate today and I pray
for tomorrow. I take in every
moment of my life and I say
thank you, especially for
those who came in and out of
my world.
When I walked into the
service for Dennis Hayle,
every chair was filled up in
the auditorium, people were
stacked against the wall, the
stairs and floor space were
all covered with people.
The crowd grew so large
that people were extended
out into the hallway on both
ends ofthe doors. During
the program, it was so
beautiful to hear the student's
connections with Hayle.
Laughs were shared and
people were smiling

Listening to their stories
made me realized that people
always remember the littlest
thing about a person, because
that is what touched them the
most. Life is a vast cycle of
small and simple moments
and each one can make an
impact in someone else's life
Throughout the service
people were congregated
around the second floor of
GCB calling loved ones,
grieving to their friends
with teary eyes. I knew right
then, what Aggie Pride feels
like and how powerful it is.
People were connected to
Dennis Hayle through A&T.
He was a part of our Aggie
family and for that he brought
us all together in one night.
Even through death, Hayle
has made his presence and
touched all of us once again.
To my fellow Aggies, let's

keep the Hayle family in
our prayers and all who felt
connected to him. So let's
continue our Aggie Pride by
looking out for one another
and being there for each other
because we are a family here
at A&T.

Evan Summer

When will it end?
Going to bed this past
Saturday, tired from a long
and hectic week, I didn't
really have a lot on my mind
for once.

It had been a week like
many others, full ofmeetings,
deadlines, homework and
trivial things. You know,
business as usual.
It was almost as if people
were just going through the
motions, falling into their
patterns of behavior and doing
whatever it is they do best.
But when I woke up on
Sunday, the world was a
different place.
Not fully knowing what
I would wake up into, I
again started going through
the usual Sunday morning
routine: shower, Facebook,
cartoons

But as I started reading all
my friends status updates, my
heart sank, and time stood
still.
Another Aggie was taken
too soon. It's been this way
every year that I have been
at A&T, and it makes me
wonder, when will it end?

There is so much going
on in the world today, and
as difficult as it is to get by

A word from
The Register...

DEXTER

MULLINS

with life's
usual ups
and downs,
no one needs
anything
else to worry
about
People
shouldn't
have to worry

about whether
they can walk home at night,
or wonder if the Police will

actually respond to their calls

when the station is only about
two blocks away.

Why is shooting someone
the new form ofconflict
resolution? What gives anyone
the right to end another life,
just because of a disagreement?
Was it really that serious? Can
you live with yourself knowing
that this is all your fault?
I was touched by the huge
turnout we had on Monday at
the memorial service, it was
probably the largest we've ever
had.
But it shouldn't take tragedy
for us to get together. And if
we can assemble in masses to
remember someone, can we
not do the same to prevent this
from happening to anyone else?
When will we stop tearing

ourselves apart Aggies?
Everyone thinks they live
in their own little bubble,
isolated from the world. I'm
sorry, but it doesn't work that
way.
We need to come together,
and find some way to end
these senseless acts of
violence. At the end of the
day, what have you proved by
shooting someone?
All you've managed to
do is make things worse, and
further deepen the gap that
divides us all.
Dennis said that life was
like a box of chocolates, and
he was right in every way.
You never know what
you will get out ofyour day,
and you never know when
things will be out of your
hands, or what you will walk
into as you stroll through the
hallways and classrooms.
But the good thing about
a box of chocolate is that no
matter which piece you pick
up, it's still chocolate.
I lost a good friend, and
I will never understand why.
But I will turn this loss into
a motivator to find an end to
these crimes, and I encourage
you to do the same

Losing someone is never easy. The University Counseling
services are available to students individually, or as a group
in Murphy Hall, room 108.You don't have to go through

anything alone,

ff

DEXTER MULLINS
ASSISTANT MANAGING/ONLINE EDITOR

Greatness needed,
not gunshot wounds
The recent shoot-

ing at Langston
accident

—

not-is
startling and many
students are on edge.

—

After

or

hearing

proves that just about
anyone

can

attend

Langston. Therefore, I
challenge the president
to raise the admissions
standards for students.
I have met so many
students that have no

about the recent
shooting I cannot
motivation, no discifind a reason why DANIELLE
students SKINNER
Langston
pline, and who do not
would "play" with a
desire to better themgun and shoot themselves
selves at this institution, yet
I am trying hard to. unthey are here
derstand the mentality of the
These are probably students
students involved in this inci- who don't see anything wrong
dent.
with having a loaded gun in
their room
Image
Personal photo
The president needs to start
Danielle Skinner
by raising the admissions reI came to Langston Uni- quirements of students particiversity eager and excited to pating in the associate's degree
begin the ultimate Black colprogram.
lege experience, and view the
There are basically no aduniversity as an establishment missions requirements regardof excellence.
ing the program, so just about
Langston has a rich history, anyone can be admitted into
and those who attend LangsLangston.
ton should believe that they
Ifthe admission requirements
are meant for greatness
are raised, the student body will
I am disappointed along contain more hard-working
with many other Langston students who are serious about
students about the situation their education
because it casts a bad light on
The president should conour college's reputation and sider that a 3.0 says a lot about
makes us feel unsafe.
a student, as well as a lack of a
Students can no longer criminal record
walk around campus apartAlong with the admissions
ments without hearing some requirements being raised, I
sort of calamity, including the think the president should conoccasional gunshot.
sider investing in a transportaWhen people ask me what tion system that can take stucollege I attend, I want to hold dents to the city on weekends.
So many students have
my head up high and proudly
say, "I attend Langston Uni- brought to my attention that
versity."
campus life is no thrill. Langston University is in the middle
But given the circumstances, it has now become embarofnowhere, and campus activity
rassing to do so. I strongly has grown dull year after year.
If students are more occupied
believe thatLangston students
can change the world, but how with their social life and are
can we change the world if we given more options to do more
do not start by changing what during their college experience,
goes on here?
there will be no time for boreI think a number of steps dom, or accidental shootings.
I don't want to be at a colneed to be taken in order to
make this campus safer.
lege where shootings occur, and
I am aware that the presimany other Langston students
dent has installed a safety feel the same. The Langstonites
hotline, plans to have more that reside on this campus are
room checks, and police offihere to achieve greatness, not
cers will now be employed at gunshot wounds
night, but other measures need
DanielleSkinner writes forThe Gazette, Langston University student newspaper, which originally
to be taken as well.
published this article.
The past shooting incident

—
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Aggies batter Rams before dogbite
A&T gains first road win over Winston-Salem, loses to South Carolina State

The Aggie basketball team
suffered a 73-51 thumping to
South Carolina State Monday
night dropping its 11th on the
road this season. The game was
broadacasted live on ESPNU,
only for spectators to witness
a familiar execution away from
Corbett Sports Center.
The Aggies shot a poor 29.2
percent from the field, and were
outrebounded a wide margin.
After starting the game on a 9-0
run, the blue and gold allowed
the Bulldogs to suddenly gain
control on a 31-2 run.
A&T could never regain
momentum and missed eight of

their final 10 shots at the end of

regulation.
"My kids came in here,
played on television and simply played the worst game of
their careers," said head coach
Jerry Eaves after the game.
"We couldn't grab a rebound,
we couldn't hit a layup and we

couldn't hold on to the basketball. On television, we simply

didn't show well."
On a brighter note, the Aggie
team saw victory on the road for
the first time this season with a
73-60 win over the Winston Sa-

lem State Rams Saturday night
at Lawrence Joel Coliseum. Saturday's game marked the 86th
meeting of the Aggies and the
Rams; the Aggies now lead the
all time series 49-37 over the
Rams.

Four of the Aggies starters

ended the game in double digits; Tavarus Alston would lead

the Aggies with 15 points, 6
assists, and 4 steals, Ed Jones
added 11 points and 9 rebounds,
and Thomas Coleman ended
the game with 10 points. Rob-

percentage of 36.4.

In the 1st half of the game,
both teams proved to have an
offensive presence. There were
two ties and three lead changes;
the Aggies would come off on
top shooting 51.6 percent from
the field while the Rams would
shoot 41.9 percent. The Aggies defensive pressure, which
would prove to be too much,
held their opponent to only 14
points in the paint and would
hold the Rams to scoring no fast
break points in the 1st half.
The Aggies defense was the

Saturday, 4 p.m.

@ Hampton

Hampton, VA

Monday,TBA

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM

key to the 1st half and the game,
but it was the intensity from

Julian McClurkin that shocked

Hampton

McClurkin would gain his first

Florida A&M
Howard

South Carolina State
Bethune-Cookman

39-34.

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

Norfolk State

would hold on ending the half

@ Howard

The Aggies came with a full
court press in the second half
which proved too much for the
Rams to handle. They turnedthe
ball over in six of their 1steight
possessions. The Aggies would
eventually take advantage and

Washington D.C
Saturday, 2 p.m.
@ Hampton
Hampton, VA
Monday, TBA
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ED JONES finishes a two-handedflush overWinston-Salem defenders Saturday at Lawrence JolelColiseum. Jonesfinished the game with 11points.

"We didn't play as many peopie as we wanted," said Eaves.
For the Rams, execution was

Bowl spots are planned for
Pepsi, Gatorade and PepsiMax
"We might add some more
time," PepsiCo Americas Beverages chief Massimo D'Amore
told The Associated Press on
Tuesday, with five days to go
before the game.
NBC has said 90 percent of
the Super Bowl ads were sold
as ofmid-January. Most ads
have sold for about $3 million
an allper 30-second spot

Bibbs added. "Usually Amber
focuses on defense, but we saw
today she can get into a zone.
They were both great today
and it's very important those
two do what they need to do."
Bland led the team with 29
points and 12 rebounds, while
Taylor-James added 24 points
and seven rebounds.
"This is it for us," said
Taylor-James. "We're seniors
and we want to win a championship. In the first half, Bland
scored 17 points of the Lady
Aggies first 26, and they took

off of one another."

The team did not have
trouble against SC State either,
extending their undefeated
MEAC run in a 90-61 in Orangeburg.
They took a lesson from last

week's come-from-behind victory at home against Delaware

State.

All five

starters scored in

double-figures, and Lamona

VINNEETONG

Associated Press

Water on Tuesday that will air
at halftime, and other Super

easily against WSSU, 73-40.
"Once you get those two
going, your team gets going,"

—

time high price for the Super
Bowl. The yearly matchup is
the most watched event in the
nation, with about 100 million

U.S. viewers
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • THE A&TREGISTER
AMBER BLAND punished the Rams Saturday with 29 points and is averaing 16.5points per game.

bounds.

Other starters Jaleesa Sams,
Ta'Wauna Cook, and Brittanie
Taylor-James scored 13 points,
11 points, and 12 points, respectively.

Bland got off to a good start
again and the Aggies got out
to a 22-4 lead early in the first
half.
Their defense held the Bulldogs to 18.5 percent in the first
half.

They held the MEAC field
goal shooting leader, Marie
Reid, to just 3 points and 12.5
percent from the floor.
The Lady Aggies are now
6-0 in the MEAC, and won

their 5th game in a row away
from Corbett Sports Center.
The Aggies will complete
their 4-game roadtrip this
weekend once visting Howard
following a trip south of the
border to Hampton, Va.

et in
the game
withmoreo
our sports
coverage a
ncatregister.co m.

tive loss. "It's about making

though plays and we didn't do
that tonight," said Collins.

PepsiCo keeps up
Super Bowl ad blitz
-

seum on Saturday.
The guards clicked and
scored 53 points on 20-34 combined shooting as A&T won

basketball is enough because
they know how to play this
game. They know how to play

key in the clutch which head
coach Bobby Collins explained
following their sixth consecu-

NEW YORK (AP) PepsiCo
traditionally one ofthe top
spenders on Super Bowl ads
plans to keep spending in this
year of economic malaise.
Executives unveiled a 3-D
commercial for its SoBe Life

Smalley got her 10th career
double-double with 11 points
and 12 rebounds.
Bland led the team again
with 23 points and five re-

OVR

.

points with an explosive dunk.
After the flush, the Aggies
would lead the Rams 30-26 and

Seniors Amber Bland and
Brittanie Taylor-James continued to lead the Lady Aggies
though the MEAC conference
as they soundly defeated Winston-Salem State in Joel Coli-

the lead to 49-20.
"People assume when you
have players like Brittanie and
Amber there are not enough
basketballs to go around,"
said head coach Patricia CageBibbs. "But for this team, one

MEAC

NCA&T
Delaware State
Morgan State
Coppin State
UMES

the fans. At the 5:17 mark in the
first half, Aggie Center Julian

go on a 12-2 run.
The Aggies would watch
their lead of 15 dwindle and
with 3:19 left in the game the
Rams would cut the lead to seven. With multiple chances the
Rams missed free throws and
layups that could have potentially got them back in the game.
At the 1:28 mark, Rams forward
Mclntoche Alcius committed an
offensive foul that sealed the
victory for the Aggies.

OVR

THIS WEEK'S GAMES
@ Howard
Washington D.C.

LAPORSHA LOWRY
Scene Editor

Taylor-James added 6 of
their last 11 to take them into
halftime with a 37-18 lead. The
two took over the game in the
2nd half as well, opening up

MEAC

Morgan State
Bethune-Cookman
Florida A&M
Norfolk State
Hampton
NCA&T
UMES
Delaware State
Coppin State
South Carolina State
Howard

added 12 points and
Nicholas Wilson added 11 off
the bench. The Aggies ended the
game shooting 50 percent while
holding the Rams to a shooting

Lady Aggies remain
unbeaten in conference

a 26-10 lead.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM

ert Johnson

LAUREN MORGAN
Contributor

RUNDOWN

The yearly Super Bowl ads
coincide with a new marketing
campaign from the Purchase,

N.Y.-based maker of snacks
and drinks. And it comes a
week after PepsiCo's bigger

rival, Atlanta-based Coca-Cola
Co., announced a new global
marketing campaign. The dueling ad campaigns use words
like "happiness" and "optimism" to appeal to consumers
besieged by financial trouble.
For its part, PepsiCo unveiled a whole new logo — its
10th change ever and new
packaging for all brands. For
example, its orange juice brand,
Tropicana, now features a glass
of orange juice instead of an
orange with a straw in it.

—

Executives liken the new
a circle enclosing
logo
curved bands ofred, white and
blue
to a smile.

—

Bloggers, on the other hand
say it is a rip-off of President
Barack Obama's campaign
logo
"We're not sure who followed whom," said Frank Cooper, a vice president of brands
at PepsiCo's Americas Beverages. "We're about a smile, not
a frontier.
Chief Executive Indra Nooyi
has said Pepsi's core soft drink
products are key to the com-

pany's success
Its spending on the Super
Bowl has not waned even as
General Motors Corp., FedEx
Corp. and Garmin Ltd., all past
advertisers, opted out this year.
New entrants this year include
Mars Inc.'s Pedigree pet food.
PepsiCo advertisers, led by
branding expert Peter Arnell
and TBWA Worldwide, hope to
draw consumer attention with
the halftime spot, which features three NFL stars in white
unitards doing ballet and then

clashing with aliens and lizards
T feel like it's going to
be one of those commercials
people are going to be talking about," said Justin Tuck, a
defensive end for the New York
Giants who stars in the ad with
Matt Light of the New England
Patriots and Ray Lewis, an
inside linebacker for the Baltimore Ravens

HEY

aggies!

SPORTS
-

COACH RESIGNS
Mark GotALABAMA (AP)
tfried resigned as Alabama's
basketball coach Monday,
leaving in the middle of his
11th season amid criticism of
both the team's play and the
departure of a star player.
The school said Gottfried will
immediately be replaced by
assistant coach Philip Pearson. Alabama's next game is
at Arkansas on Thursday.
Gottfried, who played at
Alabama, said he quit during a
meeting with athletic director
Mai Moore.
"It has been a wonderful
decade for me and my family,
and I love the University of
Alabama, but I feel that it is
in the best interests of everyone involved," Gottfried said
in a statement released by the
university.

T.O.'S SHOW
DALLAS (AP) —Terrell Owens

hopes to score with a new
cable reality show.
The Dallas Cowboys'controversial wide receiver will star
in his own show on VH1 this
summer, giving fans a look
into his life off the field.
VH1 announced Monday
that the series takes place
in the offseason, and T.O.'s
best friends and publicists —
Monique Jackson and Kita
Williams — will help him reexamine his personal life.
CYCLING
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP)
Touted by British bookmakers
as a favorite at the Australian
Open, Andy Murray lost to
No. 14 Fernando Verdasco
of Spain in five sets Monday
in the fourth round. He twice
blew a one-set lead and
missed chances to break serve
in the pivotal sixth game of
the deciding set. He then
dropped serve in the subsequent game and was beaten
2-6,6-1,1-6, 6-3, 6-4.

—
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New exhibit features several A&T artists
AMBER BLAND
Contributor

The University Galleries are
unveiling a new exhibit entitled
"Coming by Force, Overcoming by Choice," opening Friday
in the Dudley building.

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

An opening reception hosted by the University Galleries
will take place in the Multipurpose Room on the first floor of
the Dudley building from 5:30
pm to 7:30 pm.

The exhibit will be available for viewing in the Henry
Clinton Taylor Gallery.
It will showcase artwork
from instructors, professors,
and administrators of HBCUs
from across the nation
The exhibit was originally

organized by The National
Alliance of Artists from

NEW IN TOWN opens in
theaters on Friday. The movie
stars Renee Zellweger as
Lucy Hill, an executive who
is assigned to restructure a
manufactuing plant in the
middle of nowhere. She finds
herself out of place as the
city girl who is stuck in the
country, but finds the meaning in her life and love (Harry

Connick,

Jr.)

Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (NAAHBCU) and
the APEX Museum in Atlanta,
GA.

Members and exhibition
participants include A&T
Professors LeAnder Canady,
Willie Hooker, and Brenda
Faison from the Visual and
Performing Arts Department
of North Carolina A&T State
University.

Thereception will
include dance and musical
performances from members
ofthe North Carolina A&T
Visual and Performing Arts
Department.

The exhibition will be on
view from January 30- March

LAKEVIEW TERRACE
starring Samuel L. Jackson
and Kerry Washington, is
in stores on Tuesday. LAPD
officer Abel Turner (Jackson)
is a strict, single father who
disapproves of a young interracial couple's (Washington
and Patrick Wilson) relationship when they move into his
neighborhood and terrorizes them. The movie was
directed by Neil LaBute.
-L.L

102 JAMZ B-DAY BASH
presented by Burger King,
will take place at the Greensboro Coliseum on Friday at
9 p.m.Tickets are $15 and
$20 the day of event. You
must be 21 or older to attend. Tickets are available at
area Lowe's Foods, Macy's,
F.Y.E., www.102jamz.com, or
1-800-745-3000.

-

L.L

A&T'S NEXT TOP MODELwill be held at Exhibit Hall
tonight at 7pm. It will be
presented by the Alpha Mu
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Inc. Tickets are on
sale now and are available at
the University Ticket Office.

- L.L

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSITYGALLERIES

RECONSTRUCTION by Robert Carter will befeatured in the exhibit"Coming by Force, Overcoming by Choice"in the University Gallerieson Friday.
6, 2009
A special gallery
walkthrough led by Shawnya

Harris, Director of University
Galleries, will take place on
Saturday, February 7, 2009
from 1:00 to 2:15 pm.
The theme of the exhibition
is New World slavery, which
is a painful reminder ofUnited
States history that has been

chronicled by many artists.
"Visitors should not see this
as an exhibition which focuses
on enslavement, but instead
how each artist meditates on
the insistence ofhumanity

through consistent struggle,
against the odds," Harris said.
"The purpose of the exhibit
to
is offer a response to
slavery from the artists. You

can expect to see a deeper
perspective of the events, such
as the aftermath of slavery and

Brown College boasts over
60 member artists, educators,
historians, collectors and

subsequent events like the civil
rights movement.
Our goal is to change the
perception of slavery versus the
actually happens and to make a
connection between the two."
The NAAHBCU, founded in
2000 on the campus ofMorris

friends of the arts.

The H.C. Taylor Gallery
was established in 1956, by the
first chair of the Visual Arts
program at A&T.
It was originally set up

to display works ofAfrican
American artists.

Let's Talk About Dennis
Hundreds of people gathered in the NBC auditorium on Monday night to share their
thoughts and memories of Dennis Hayle. The event lasted several hours as friends
and loved ones remembered Hayle, who was known for his friendly personality and
his smile. Students are encouraged to go to Counseling Services in Murphy Hall if
they are in need of any assistance. Students can go indivdiually or as a group if they
prefer.

3453rd Oscar is'born in a Chicago factory
1

emy Award nominations were
just announced in Beverly Hills.
"The Curious Case of Benjamin
CHICAGO (AP) — One of Button" received a leading 13
the biggest stars of this year's nods, so whoknows, maybe OsAcademy Awards was born car 3453 will end up with Brad
on Chicago's northwest side, Pitt or makeup artist Greg Cannom.
brought into the world by MarBut right now, Vega, 40, fotin Vega and prepped for his big
on his own artistry, as he
Eladio
cuses
close-up by
Gonzalez.
Technically, his name is melts bars made of britannia,
a high-grade pewter alloy, in a
3453, but he also goes by Oscasting tank.
car.
He then dips a ladle in the
weeks,
a
few
he'll
be
glisIn
tening onstage at the Kodak 780-degree liquid and slowly
Theatre in Hollywood, clutched pours the molten liquid into a
steel mold, one ofjust two ever
perhaps by a tearful Kate Winor
even
tearier
Mickey made, the othernow retired.
slet
an
The remaining mold is usuRourke
They will grab him around ally locked up in a safe, brought
his waist, hoist him into the air out only this time ofyear for the
and thank everyone who helped two or so days ittakes to cast the
mold their success — everyone, 50 Oscars that will be shipped
to Hollywood.
that is, except Vega and Gonzalez.
Vega tilts the mold slightly
Like most Hollywood sagas, as he pours, so he fills the entire
the story of Oscar 3453 begins mold evenly.
That takes only 13 seconds,
with casting — in this case, the
a
and
it's just over a minute more
transformation of chunk of
metal alloy into a 13 1/2-inch- before he unclamps the top of
tall man whose behind, as the the mold, hammers it a bit until
story goes, was once described the top pops off, revealing to the
by Bette Davis as resembling proud Vega the backside ofan 8
1/2-pound Oscar.
her first husband's.
We're on location at the R.S.
"Not bad for an 81-year-old
Owens factory, a nondescript man," says Owens sales manager and our escort for the day,
building on North Lynch Avenue, where the statuettes have Noreen Prohaska.
Vega takes out the still-hot
been made since 1983.
statuette and lays it down next
It's Jan. 22, and coincidentally enough, this year's Acad- to seven others, which are all
DON BABWIN
The Associated Press

face up on a nearby table
They cool for maybe an
hour before some ofthe excess
around the edges is cut offalong
with what resembles a piece of
hose (think umbilical cord) protruding from the bottom where
the molten alloy was poured
into the mold.

From there it is taken to Gonzalez, 40, at the buffer machine.
He smooths it with a sanding wheel about the size of a
wheel on a kid's wagon, taking
offwhat is called flash, a raised
edge that runs along Oscar
where the pieces ofthe mold fit
together.
He then replaces that wheel

with a slightly larger buffing
wheel.

Forty-five minutes later, Oscar shines.Every statuette is assigned a serial number, which is
engraved in its base, to ensure
that the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences can
track each one, hence our subject's very special birth name,
3453.

Engraver Louise White, 56,
secures the Oscar, face down,
the top ofits head against a piece
ofrubber "so we don't give him
a headache," she says.
The numbers 3-4-5-3 are
lined up in arow on her engraving machine and White, a 36year Owens veteran, uses what
looks like a primitive dental drill
to trace them.That is connected

to an industrial diamond stylus,
which is pointed at the base of
the Oscar and mimics the exact
movements of the tracing instrument, only half as big. So,
when she traces a '3' with one
hand, the stylus is moving in the
same way.
Now Oscar 3453 must be

cured, which is factory-speak
for waiting long enough to
make sure there are no air holes
or cracks that might weaken it.
A few days later it was bath
time, as Nunzio Giganti fitted
Oscar on a wire rack before dipping him into soapy water to
clean him up a bit. Then it was a
dip in liquid copper, nickel and
then ever so quickly, silver.
Giganti blow dries him, using an air hose that looks and
sounds like one used for tires at
a gas station.
Finally, comes every trophy's
dream — a dip in 24-karat gold
in a tub used for Oscar and only
Oscar.

Giganti then walks it over to
the assembly area, where Bertha Fuentes screws on the brassencased base, puts a plastic bag
over Oscar's head and puts itinto
a form-fitted foam box, which is
then put into a cardboard box
for shipping.
Early in February, Mr. 3453
will join his freshly-minted
brothers on a journey taken by
many a star-struck Midwesterner — a flight to Hollywood.

The 81st
Annual
Academy
Awards will be

held on
February 22,
2009

1. Do you actually feel safe on or off campus? 2.Where are the police patrolling? 3. Is is safe to say that all the police are guarding UNCG? 4.Why does everyone forget tragedies after two weeks? 5. Why does our news only hit locally? 6, Will we ever make
national news 7. Why did most of us find out about this on Facebook and not the news? 8. Why are student apartments under
Why don't security guards have
Greensboro Police jurisdiction? 9. Why do we see parking services more than the police?
walkie talkies, guard sticks or guns? 11. What are they going to do? 12. Did anyone else see the cop riding the segue(way) in the
cafe? 13. How much do our security guards get paid? 14.Why do campus police care more about how loud your music is than your
safety? 15.Are they going to get mad when they read this? 16. Are they going to read this? 17. How safe it is to walk to your car
after 4 p.m.? 18. Do the gates keep the police in? 19. Isn't the police station two blocks away? 20. Is that too far?
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N.C. A&T
To see the new spring NORTH CAROLINA A&T merchandise and to find a
store near you visit vspink.com. Purchases of FAMU Collegiate Collection
merchandise made at victoriassecret.com, Victoria's Secret stores and
Victoria's Secret PINK stores between January 26, 2009 and February 22,
2009 will up NORTH CAROLINA A&T's chances of winning a special
PINK visit this Spring. Visit BlackAmericaWeb.com to
check out the weekly leader.

